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CRDTPay Overview
Description of CRDTPay
CRDTPay is a unique, end-to-end payments technology solution that functions as a proprietary
payments network, analogous to operating one’s own Visa network or Mastercard network
where one controls the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Who is allowed to join the payment network as a Merchant, and at what cost (if any)
Who is allowed to join the payment network as a Customer, and at what cost (if any)
Who can download the payments application
What assets will be supported in the payment network
4a.
Fiat (i.e. Euro, US dollars, British pounds, etc.)
4b.
Cryptocurrency (i.e. customized coins like CRDT, Bitcoin, Ethereum, etc.)
4c.
Third-party payment cards issued by banks or others (Visa, Mastercard, etc.)

5.

The fee for processing transactions between Buyers (Customers) and Merchants (Sellers)
5a.
Will the fee be payable in lek or CRDT or another asset?
5b.
Will the fee be uniform or variable? (i.e. charge more for crypto?)

6.

Issuance of payment credentials (i.e. customized payment cards)

Functions of a Typical Payment Ecosystem
In a typical payments ecosystem, different roles and responsibilities are performed by different
entities including:
Card Issuance:

Typically performed by a bank or Electronic Money Institution (EMI)

Acquiring:

Typically a different bank or financial institution that processes credit or
debit card payments on behalf of a merchant, allowing the merchant to
accept card payments from the card-issuing banks or EMIs within the
network

Functions of the CRDTPay Ecosystem
In the CRDTPay ecosystem, the different roles and responsibilities are performed by the same
entity, which means CRDTPay eliminates the middleman, leading to lower fees:
Card Issuance:

Issued by the CRDTPay payment network

Acquiring:

Processed by the CRDTPay payment network
!

Supports Android and iOS Devices
CRDTPay can be used on Android and iOS devices, enabling cross-platform payments from a
Buyer using an Android device and a Seller using an iOS device like an iPhone or tablet (and
vice versa).
Supports Contactless Payments
CRDTPay supports contactless payments, meaning the following are enabled:
a.
b.

Buyer contactlessly taps his phone against a Seller’s phone to complete a transaction
Buyer contactlessly taps his CRDTPay payment card against a Seller’s phone to complete
a transaction

Integrated with Apple Wallet and Google Wallet
Third-party bank or EMI payment cards that are natively supported and accepted by Apple Wallet
and Google Wallet can be stored on a Buyer’s device, and can be integrated with CRDTPay.
This allows the Buyer to select a third-party bank- or EMI-issued Visa or Mastercard that is stored
on his device and contactlessly pay a Seller/ Merchant on their device (i.e. phone, tablet, etc) where
CRDTPay is installed. The third-party Visa or Mastercard payment card does not itself need to be
tapped or swiped if it is stored on the device.
Supports Fiat, Cryptocurrencies and Digital Assets, and Payment Cards
CRDTPay supports the following media of exchange and assets for payments:
a.
b.
c.

Fiat ( Euro, USD, Pound, etc.)
Cryptocurrencies and Digital Assets Third-party
payment cards (see above)

example: Let’s say an Italin Seller/ Merchant only wants to accept Euro because they are in
Italy and they have to pay their employees and suppliers in Euro only. Let’s say a Buyer/
Customer in his store only has US dollars and Bitcoin in his CRDTPay wallet. When the Buyer/
Customer contactlessly taps his card or device against the phone or tablet of the Merchant/ Seller,
a conversion between Bitcoin and Euro is performed by the CRDTPay application, and the
Seller receives Euro in his wallet instantly which can then be withdrawn through the
banking channels provided by the CRDTPay payment network.
Determining the Processing Fee
The operator of the CRDTPay network determines the fee for processing and settling the
transaction between Buyer/ Customer and Seller/ Merchant.
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Network Rewards
To incentivize Buyers/ Customers and Sellers/ Merchants to enroll in the network and use it,
CRDTPay can offer different incentives to use it including (but not limited to):
a.
b.
c.
d.

Cash Back
Redeemable Points
Tokens
Loyalty Rewards

Complete Merchant Management
The CRDTPay application enables Sellers/ Merchants to list every product and service they offer
and each price onto the phone or tablet. The Seller/ Merchant notes the quantity of each item
that the Buyer/ Customer wants to purchase, and the Buyer/ Customer contactlessly taps his
phone against the phone or tablet of the Seller/ Merchant when he is ready to check out. The
transaction is completed seamlessly and rapidly.
Chargebacks
The CRDTPay network allows Merchants to deal with chargebacks efficiently.
Cash Top-Up
CRDTPay also functions as a cash top-up solution. If a Seller/ Merchant receives cash from a
Buyer/ Customer, he can credit the CRDTPay Wallet of the Buyer/ Customer in real-time.
Exchange Fiat and Cryptocurrency
CRDTPay also functions as an exchange. If a network member wants to exchange one fiat
currency for another fiat currency, he can do that. If a network member wants to exchange fiat
for cryptocurrency or cryptocurrency for fiat, he can do that.
Remittance
CRDTPay supports remittance. If one network member wants to send an asset from his
CRDTPay digital wallet to the CRDTPay digital wallet of another member, he can do that in
real-time at whatever cost he decides.
Send and Receive Cryptocurrencies
CRDTPay supports cryptocurrencies. If a network member wants to send or receive
cryptocurrencies, a one-time QR code is generated and this enables the transaction to take place.
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CRDT™
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